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Binny’s Beverage Depot

A “Smart Safe” is the Smart Solution for Binny’s
In 2004 when Binny’s began using armored CIT service from another provider, their 
main concern was the safety of employees. Tim Smith, Corporate Controller, says, 
“The store manager was taking deposits to a local bank at the end of their shift, but 
we didn’t want to put people in danger.” However, the new service still didn’t keep 
the store manger from spending a lot of time consolidating deposits and preparing 
deposit slips. Later that year, Brink’s contacted Binny’s about looking at a smart 
safe solution that had recently been installed at a nearby convenience store. “Even 
though it wasn’t our business model, we immediately realized this solution would 
work in our stores,” says Smith. A CompuSafe 2000 with a coin/cash dispenser was 
piloted in their headquarters store so that the IT team could oversee the installation. 
It didn’t take long for Binny’s to realize the benefits. “We knew we liked the safe 
right away, so we started rolling it out to all of our 12 stores,”  said Smith.

A New Mission Brings New Needs
When Michael Binstein took over the family business, he began a $40 million 
investment project, remodeling existing stores and acquiring long-time rival Sam’s 
Wine & Spirits. In 2007, Binny’s opened the largest wine and spirits store in 
Chicago. The new superstore features a lot more choices – over 50,000 wines and 
beers for customers to choose from – which requires more customer service. “Our 
goal is to make shopping at Binny’s a pleasurable experience by helping our 
customers get the best product at the best price,’ says Smith. “Our customers count 
on the people in the store to help make their selection.” Installing the CompuSafe 
Sentinel with Tube Vend option in 2011 enables the cashier to vend change without 
relying on a manager. “The money flows from the safe to the cashier to the 
register,” says Smith. “This leaves more time for the store manager to focus on 
operations and customer service, which is far more productive for us.”

The Fastest Way to Get Money to the Bank 
When Binny’s recently changed their banking relationship to U.S. Bank to obtain a 
larger line of credit, Randy Rhodes, VP of Global Treasury Management, introduced 
Binny’s to Daily Credit. This joint service between Brink’s and U.S. Bank provides 
businesses accelerated credit for cash deposited into the CompuSafe. Tim Smith 
calls this joint solution “the fastest way to get the money to the bank” since they 
receive credit for cash the same day. “With out previous bank, it could take two to 
five days to get credit,” says Smith. “But with our new safe we get immediate credit 
for our deposits.”

BINNY’S BEVERAGE DEPOT

Binny’s Beverage Depot is an upscale 
wine and liquor retailer with 27 stores 
throughout the Chicago, Illinois area. 
Binny’s unique “superstore ” concept 
features a wine and beer bar, gourmet 
food shop, temperature controlled 
wine cellar and a selection of 50,000 
wine, spirits and beers. Binny's sales  
in 2011 topped $250 million, making it 
the largest wine and spirits retailer in 
the Midwest. 

COMPANY MISSION
Binny’s goal is to provide the best 
product at the best price. The “big box” 
stores sell beer and wine from all over 
the world, so providing excellent 
customer service is critical to the 
chain’s mission. 

PROJECT GOALS
• Manage cash at the point-of-sale 

with less manager oversight
• Improve visibility from the store 

deposits to the corporate accounting
• Obtain provisional credit to 

accelerate access to capital
BRINK’S SOLUTION
• In 2004 Binny’s piloted CompuSafe

and quickly rolled out the solution to 
all stores. 

• In 2011 Binny’s installed 
CompuSafe Sentinel  with Tube 
Vend at all 27 stores.

• In 2011, also began using  Daily 
Credit service provided in 
conjunction with U.S. Bank.

BENEFITS
• Accelerates credit for cash and 

checks  deposited into the safe
• Enables cashiers t o make change 

without  a manager  being present
• Balance registers much more 

quickly using online reporting
• Allows corporate office to monitor 

cash flow for all stores online

CompuSafe® Service
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Better Visibility to Optimize Cash Flow
“We use a line of credit to manage our expenses and every day I pay it down,” 
Smith explains. “We were very interested in Daily Credit, because it helps us 
reconcile our deposits for the correct day. In our previous model, when our funds 
were picked up on Monday, it included deposits from part of Saturday, all of Sunday 
and part of Monday. Reconciling those deposit and matching them exactly to our 
internal paperwork took a lot of time and money. Now I can look at each store’s 
sales and know exactly what our deposits are and when they are going to be 
available. With Daily Credit, the deposit matches exactly because every day’s 
deposits are recorded separately.”

Faster Reconciliation at the Register Level
At the end of the shift, the manager in the store can balance registers more quickly 
due to a new report that tracks the amount of cash in the register and how much the 
cashier has fed into the safe. Going forward, the report will be available to the 
cashiers so they can balance their own cash drawers. “With the old safe the cashier 
didn’t get a receipt when they deposited money. Now they do,” says Smith. “They 
can see the amount they are depositing on the CompuSafe screen so they know if 
they didn’t add their deposits correctly or if two bills get stuck together. They are 
alerted right away, which cuts down on discrepancies at the end of their shifts.”

A Seamless Solution for Managing Deposits
“At the same time we did the upgrade to the new CompuSafe and added Daily 
Credit, we also decided to start imaging checks,” says Smith. U.S. Bank offered 
Binny’s a remote check imaging solution called Onsite Electronic Deposit. As part of 
this service, Binny’s gets immediate access to ledger credit and confirmation of 
when the checks are received. “Binny’s can process cash and checks faster and 
catch errors earlier,” says Rhodes. “The seamless solutions from Brink’s and U.S. 
Bank have streamlined the credit process and keeps their cash flow moving.” Smith 
agrees. “The new solutions have taken the weak link out of our stores. Now we are 
getting Daily Credit for both our cash and checks and know the money is reaching 
the bank every day.”

COMPUSAFE SENTINEL 
WITH TUBE VEND OPTION 

MODULAR DESIGN
• The CompuSafe Sentinel 

features a control safe that can 
be customized with optional 
hardware components. 

• The Tube Vend hardware allows 
cashiers to “buy” change without 
a manager being present. 

TUBE VEND FEATURES
• Stores up to 88 tubes of either 

coin or cash.
• Each column can be configured 

to hold either coins or cash.
• Approximately 30 bills can be 

placed in a tube. 

A CLOSED-LOOP SOLUTION
1. Change is loaded directly into the 

tube vend by the manager, 
reducing the potential for theft.

2. Cashiers can buy change by 
inserting cash into the safe and 
choosing the cash or coin 
denominations they need. 

3. Daily deposit totals are 
transmitted electronically  to 
Brink’s and then a file is sent to 
U.S. Bank. 

4. Brink’s armored transportation 
picks up cash and takes it to a 
vault for verification twice a week.
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